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Abstract

Olympic Games arena is a very interesting place for the young generation and every single person likes to join the Olympic Games as athlete or spectator and watch these games by their own eyes. This modern Olympic Games are the new form of that ancient Olympic Games which is started years ago in Olympia. Ancient Olympic Games are that games which bases on myths of Greece and they played these games in the honor of their Gods i.e. Zeus. While years passed but the people still know about the games of that time, their great athlete, spirits for games and athletes and human spirits etc. Coliseum (the site of gladiators) was a great architecture of the Roman. Even in the modern time architecture Coliseum have a great value because of it great architecture work and a great learning space for the learners. Coliseum is known for cultural games of roman i.e. gladiators fight, safari, staged hunts, Navmachie and Adbestais etc. People know about the history of Ancient Olympic Games, about the history of their great players of that time, spirits for the game etc. A cultural center not only preserves the cultural games of the particular region but also preserve history, human spirits, tradition and Architecture of that particular region.